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Large Def rmation Effect "n the Postb ck eng Bebavi r
 
of Composites wit Thin Delaminations 

G. A. K rdomateas" 
General Motors Research Laboratories, Warren, Michigan 

The po tbudding ddorm tlon of compo ite with thin delaminali os is modeled through procedure that is 
ba eel on large deflection. of the delaminated layer. The r ults On tbe tiffn .' and strain ener )' are comp red 
wilh an appro ioule model thaI does nOI tnclude Iho' effects (lbin rum model). The Innuence of large 
deflections on Ihe. energy release rate tbat characterize delamimulon growth is also tudjed. These eUrcts are 
found 10 be ignlflcllnt, leading to less tiff nd more growth-reii tllnl s)'stem Ihan the thlu film IIpprolilma
tlon. Furthermore, the elld fillil)' condilions arc found 10 pili)' an important role in tbe po tbuckllng behavior. 
Hnally, re ults of elrperlmenls that wne performed on the po.lbuckllng chara I rlsllcs of kevlar/epoltY speci
mens with thin delamination lire discussed. 

Nomenclature 
D, = b nding stiffnes e 
£ = Y ung's m dulus in the axial direction, Eq, (1) 

= second elliptic integral, end value £" 
= first elliptic integral, end value F" 

G = energy release rate 
H = thickne of the delamination 
k :: ~n(cd2) 
k j	 - P,.o/Dj 

L = length of the beam/plate 
f = delamination length 
M j = bending moment 
PI = axial forces 
T = Ihickness of the beam/plate 
Vi = strain cner y 
ex = di tortion p rameter 
o	 = total hortenin (axial displacement) 
(J	 = angl at th ection where delamination starts 

= Poi son's ratios 
= amplitude 

Subscripts 

u = upper part 
I = lower part 
b = base plate 
I = in-plan longitu inal direction 
2 = normal (out-of-plane) direction 
3 = in- lane transverse direction 

D
Introduction 

ELAMINATIO S occurring due to initial manufactur
ing imp rfections or in-s rvice I ad can ignifi ntly 

affect the strength and tiffn of I minated composite com
p nents. These in turn can influence the performance charac
teri lies, u has th energy absorption capacity of a compo ite 
beam system,' 

Mu h work has been done on the ubject recently (e.g., see 
Ref. 1- ). Howe er, although the bu Kling point an be airly 
well d termill d, the po t uckling b havi r that ultimately 
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govern' the performance characteristics of the composite 
structure is not well understood yet, 

Depending on the relative thickne and lengtb of the de
laminated layer, tbe stability problem has been hown (e.g., 
se R f. 1) to involve "10 al" buckling of the delaminated 
layer or ombined local and global (also called "mixed") 
buckling, i.e., tran verse deflection for both the delaminated 
layer and the ba e plate. The local mode has also been referred 
to as "thin film" delamination.) For the mi d m de, lU 

analytical s luti n f r the initial po tbuckling deflections was 
presented b Kardomateas and Schmueser,I The solution as 
based on a er urb tion expansion as a power series of the 
slope at the ection where the delamin tion starts. For the thin 
film (local) mode, a po tbuckling soluti n was presented by 
Chai, Babcock, and Knaus .3 This solution was based n the 
und rlying as umption that no other part except the delami
nated layer undergoes out-of-plane deflection. 

In the following, the thin film model (typical of long and 
thin delaminations) will be con idered. Large deformation 

ffects will be studied by u.~ing the large deflection (elastica) 
equations for the buckled layer. A correlation will also be 
made with test r ull on kevlar/epoxy unidirectional speci
men. 

Analysis 
Thin film (or I cal) delamination buckling occurs when the 

instability is initiated by the buckling of the delaminated I y r. 
The d lamin ted through-the- vidth film of thickness H and 
length f is ymmetrically located in a beam-plate of thickn s 
T nd I nglh L. A unit width is assumed. For simplicity 
reasons, the propertie of the beam-plate are assumed homo
gene u , line rly elastic, an ,at most, orthotropic. Ov r the 
region of the del mination. the beam con ists of two p rts: the 
ddaminated layer (upper part) and the part below the delami
nalion (lower part, of thic 'ness T - H). Outside the delamina
tion interval we h e the base laminate (or thickne T). 
Denote by D; the bending sti fness of each part, D1 = £tl/ 
[12(1 - VI11l31)]. where (/ is the thickn of the orre ponding 
pan and £ th modulu of elasticity along th x "" 1 axis. 

If instability is initiated by the bu kling of the upper delam
inated layer (at whi b case the end load on the upper part is the 
Eul r uckling load), the ritical compressive force is l 

_ / 47T
2£H 

PIa< - (T H) 12(1 )02 ( I) 
- 1I13113l ' 
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Thin FUm Model 

The theory was developed in Ref. 3, and its essential fea
tures are recapitulated nere for the sake of completeness. It 
was based on the assumption that in the po tbuckJing stages 
onJy the delaminated layer undergoes flexural deflections nd 
that both the lower part and base plate are in a state of pure 
compression (Fig. I). Assume the postbuckled shape of the 
film to be 

YII = A(I + cos2'lrx/t)l2 (2) 

Ln terms of the strain necessary to cause buck ing of the mm 

l 
1T (3)(H) 2 

fa = 3(1 - /II /I ,) e 
the strain in the base plate EO was found from the condition of 
compatible hoTtening of the upper and lower parts (tbe un
derlying assumption was that, except for the delaminated 
layer, the rest of the plate is uniformly compressed with strain 
equal to ~): 

(4) 

Therefore, the load per unit width was given by 

D"rT [3A 2 
] (5)p= EfOT = t 2H fjf + 4 

The associated tot I axial displacement' that due to the 
t1elillTal shortening of the film plus that due to the compre 
sion of the film and the base plate: 

2 Z
'112 )2 1TI (dY A

0= -//2 2: dx dx + fc,f+ Eol'o = 4t + fc,.l'+ fo(L - f) (6) 

The t tal train energy of the system con ists of the membrane 
and bending energy 0 the fIlm plu the energy of the compres
sion of the lower part and the base plate: 

(d ZY )2Eht z z til I 
U = -2 [EcrO - /llll'l') + /llll'llf 1+ 2-D" dx' dx 

-//2 

E~rI(T - H) Eef:,(L - f) T 
(7a)+ 2 + 2 

or 

EE~(LT-tH) 
(7b)+ 2 

and the strain energy release rate G is 

au Eh(l - /II I'll)
G = at = 2 (Eo - E«)(EO + 3Eer) (8) 

Thi model, however, does n t sati fy the condition of 
equilibrium of forces and moments at the delamination inter
face. Indeed, the end moment (at x = ± il2) that arises fr m 
the postbu kled shape Eq, (2) for the delanunated film cannot 
be balanced, since the rest of the plate was assumed to un
dergo onJy pure compression. Furthermore, since it is known 
that the load in the po tbuckling stage doe not remain con
stant, the as umption that the membrane tress in the buckled 
laminate is the same as the buckling tress is only a tir t 
approximation. 

From this discussion, the immediate conclusion is that in 
any event, flexural deflections are bound to occur in both the 

lower part and the base plate. Therefore, although instability 
can be initiated by the local buckling of the delaminated film, 
transv rse deflections cannot be limited to the po tbu kJed 
shape of the film., and bending deformation necessarily will be 
induced to the rest of tbe plate. 

Lerge Deflection Model 

To represent the post buckling behavior of the delaminated 
film, we use the exact theory of plane deformation of a 
prismatic bar that is restrained elastically at the ends by means 
of concentrated forces and moments. For the r st of the plate, 
since the flexural deflections are small, we use the technical 
beam theory of cylindrical bending. The conditions of geomet
rical continuity that will be enf reed play an important role in 
the reali2ati n of the equilibrium tate. 

Let us first focus on the delaminated layer. In the buckled 
form, which is assumed 10 be symmetrical, den te by PII and 
M" the end forces and moments. In the following equations, 
the quantities at the right end are used ( ee Fig. 2). The 
m ments and angles are assumed to be positive clockwise. 
Two variables play an important role: the end-amplitude for 
the compressed film 4>u, and the distortion parameter, ex, 
which is the angle of tangent rotation at the inflection poiDt 
from the straight position. These are the generalized coordi
nates of deformation. In terms of those two quantities, rela
tions between the end stre s resultants P", Mu, a well as other 
coordinates of deformation such a end-slope 0 and total 
flexural contraction €u' can be found. The relations require 
the use of elliptic integrals. Denote 

k = sin(Q'I2) (9) 

The first elliptic F(4),k) i defined by 

r· d4> 
(lOa)F(4),k) = Jo .../1 - k 2 in24> 

and the second elliptic integral by 

r~ 
E(4),k) = Jo ,Jl - k 2 sin24> dq:. (lOb) 

The values of those integrals at the end F(4)",k), E(4)u.k) are 
denoted by F II • Eu • Tbe following ive rei tions efine the 
characteristics of the postbuckled delaminated layerS: 

AKial force: 

(lla) 

End moments: 

M u = 4(DII /f)kFIi cos4>u (lib) 

End rotations: 

(J = 2 arcsin(k sin4>u) (lIe) 

14----1-_L.__!T 
FIg. J Thin rum model. 
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Fig.2 Large displacement model illuslraling Ihe d tail for the geometry of the upper delaminated part at the p SlbucJding stage>;. 
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Fig. 3 Definition of the geometry for the lower parI and the base 
plate. 

Flexural contraction: 

(lid) 

Flexural elastic energy: 

U" = 8(D"/f)F"[Eu -Fu cos2(al2)] (lIe) 

Furthermore, the detlection at the middle, normal to the 
central line of thrust (direction of axial forces Pu ), Y"m is 
found from 

Y"m =2k..JD"IP"(I-coscl>") (12a) 

It should be noted that each point x there corresponds a value 
of the variable cl> (amplitude for compressive members); the 
value at x = fl2 is cl>u. Furthermore, at the inflection point, 
where the slope () = a, the value is cl> = 1[12 and at the middle 
x = 0, where () = 0, cl> = O. With these remarks in mind, the 
del1ections at all other points now are given from 

where cI>(x) is found from the implicit relation 

Fl<l>(x),k] =2F,,x If (12c) 

For the lower part and the base plate, since the induced 
b nding i moderate, we u e the technical theory of cylindrical 
bending under applied end moments and axial forces. We 
refer to the coordinate sy terns defined in Fig. 3. The differen
tial equation to be satisfied for a beam under combined ap
plied moments and compre sive forces can be found in Ref. 6. 
For the lower part, the deflections satisfying the condition of 
end slope () are given by 

where 

(l3b) 

The end moment is expressed by 

(l3c) 

The flexural shortening is 

I \.. f f 2 (}2(fk, - sink, f) 
(l3d)e, ="2 0 Y I dx = 4k, sin2(k,fl2) 

and the tlexural energy is 

U - D, \' "2 dx _ D,(}2k,(tk, + sink,f> 
(13e),- 2 joY' - 4 sin2(k,U2) 

For the base plate (Fig. 3), the deflections satisfying the 
condition of end slope () are given by 

(I4a) 

where 

(l4b) 

The end moment is given by 

y"(x) = 2k..JD"IP" [coscl>(x) - coscl>" I (I2b) 

-

(I4c) 
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The flexural shortening for both partS of tbe base plate i 

'fU y!} 02(~k" - sin2k,,fo)
eb = 2 - dx	 (14d)

Jo 2 4kb in2kb fo . 

and the fleKural energy i 

2 rfo 2
Vb = D/;y ;;2 dx = Dh 0 k,,(Utkb + sin2kb lll) (14e)

,]0 2 4 in2kb l'o 

For the case of simply-supported ends, the deflections of the 
base plate are 

(tSa) 

where kb is given by Eq. 14b). In this cas the end moment is 
expressed by 

and the l1eKural shortening for both part· of the base pIa e i 

eb = 2 rf
o 

y b2 dx = 6
1
('Uokb + in2kbPo) (I Sc)

,]0 2 4k"c 2k"Po 

The flexural energy is, in tum, 

2 rfo
Vb = D'JI ;;2 dx = D1JJ2kb (2f,jcb - sin2k"lb) (tSd) 

.10 2 4cos2kbllJ 

The following conditions of force and moment equilibrium 
at the interface eetion hould be fulfilled: 

P= P" +P,	 (16) 

M" + M I - Mb = PII(T - H)/2 - PH12 (l6b) 

Moreover, a condition I' compatible hortening for the upper 
and lower parts reads 

(17) 

The total shortening of the beam i 

+ (l - PI PJt)Plle -161(T 
EH 

H) (18) 

where e", eb are given by Eqs. (lid), (I4d), or (l5c). 
Th total strain en rgy of the y ·tem Is that due LO 

b nding and compression of the different parts 
both 

ple p2(, 
(19)+ 2E(T - H) + Vb + ET 

where U"o VI' Vh are given by Eqs. (lIe), (Be), (J4e ,or (15d). 
Let u now consider delamination growth. It is assumed that 

whether further delamination 0 curs depend on the magni

tude of the fracture energy. defined as the energy required to 
produce a unit of new delamination. To thi extend, a 
Griffith-type fracture criterion is employed, and the postbuck
ling solmi n thaI has been obtained above can be used to 
calculate the energy-release rale as a fun tion of applied " ial 
displacement. This uantity is the iffer ntial of the total 
potential energy with re~pect to the ddamination length. Thi 
meth d was used t calculat G in the thin film approxima
ti n. Altern lively, the path-independent .f- integr I concept 
(e.g., ee Ref. 7) may be used to derive the energy release rate 
from the current stres and displacement distri ution. This 
method was ap lied for a one-dimen. iona] delamination and 
r Ited in an algebraic eKpre. ion for the nergy release rate 
in term of Ule axial forces nd bending moments acting across 
the various cros se lions adjacent to the tip of the del mina
tion. iDee the end moments and force ar a direct output of 
the 'olution, th formula in Ref. 8 can be convenjently used in 
our formulation. The fact th t large djsplacement are consi 
red for the up er par does not affect the f rmula as Ion as 

the underlying assumpti os are still valid, i.e.. as long as we 
a sume linearly elastic material, the bending stress to be lin
early di tribut d through the thicknes and the out-of-plan 
strain to be zero. In terms of the quantities 

P" = (D,/T)klH - 4(D,,/T)(F;/f 2)(T - H) (20a) 

M" = 4(D"/i)kFu cos<l>" (20b) 

M" =poTI2 -M* (20e) 

the energy release r te per unit width is expressed as 

G = 6(1 - PDVJI) \ po2 + 12(MO/ H)2
 

E l H
 

+p02+ l2[Mo'/(T- HW] 
(21)T-H 

olUllon Procedure 

For a gillen end rotalion angle 0, we obtain the f 110wing 
system of equations in c;x (the tangent rotation at the inflection 
point on the uelaminated film) and k, (end load variable for 
the 10 er part), by substituting Eq . (II), (13), and (14) or 
Eqs. (15) into (I ) and (17): 

4(D"IOF" COScl>lI sin(O'!2) + D,fJk{ c t(k,fl2) 

+ D,,(Jkh cotkbfo - 2(Dulf2) (T - H)F,~ 

+ (D,I )Hkl = 0	 (22) 

2f(1 _	 Eu) _ lJl(fk, - sink/f)

F" k/ sin2(k{f/2) + 4(1 - P13 

V
J1)
 

DuF; D,k?f 
x EfH - (I - VlJ"JI)E(T _ H) - TIBI = 0 (23) 

where 

(24a) 

(24b) 

(24c) 

(24d) 

Thus, for a gi en end rotati n angle 0 lhe equilibrium state is 
found by numerically solving Eqs. (22) and (23). Notice that 
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the angl e<0 in ig. 2. Moreover, in solving the system, the 
angle ex is varying between f) and 7r/2, and the load Pi between 
z ro and the buckling I ad for the lower part. (In f ct it is 
found t< be a small fraction of that buckling level.) Notice 
that the end amplitude ~" is 7r ~ <1>" ~ 37r/2. Tllu , the equi
librium states are found by detennining the value of a and k i 

(or, equivalently, PI) that atisfy the compatibility con ition 
[Eq. (17») and the equilibrium condition [Eq. (16») at the 
delamination interface. 

Resulls aDd Discussion 
The postbucklin behavior predicted by the above analysh, 

which includes the effect of large denections. is illustrated in 
the following. Con ider a delaminated beam/plate with L/ 
T = 16, delaminated layer thickness H /T = 1/15, and delam
ination length r;L = 1/2. For this case, the characteristic 
equation for th critical load (e.g., see Ref. I) has no solution 
les than the local buckling load, i.e.• buckling is initiated by 
the local bu kling of the delammated layer at a load Ploc given 
by Eq. (I). Figure 4a sh ws the load vs axial displacement 
urves. The Euler buckling load for tlte undelaminated com

po ite with clamped-clamp d ends is Palo: 

(25) 

The load values are normalized with respect to the Euler 
buckling load of the thin delaminated layer; C-C represents 
the case of clamped-clamped and 5-5 the case of simply sup-

Thin Pilm 
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xjlj.l Di~plaLenH'nt ~. 6/LI 

Fig.4a Load vs di placement curve for a delaminated bell.JD/plale 
with LIT ~ 16. HIT = IllS, IlL = 112: PlIJo Is the III r buckling 
loud for tbe undelamin1lted composite lind PI . is thl.' I cal buckling 
IOlld. The load I normalized with resp ct to Ih Euler buckling load 
of Ihe lhin delliminaled laYer. - representJ; tJlI~ c of damped
lamped and Ihe case of simply upported end • The dashed curve 

represents the lbln nlm appro Imaclon. 
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.'ig. 4b LOlld carried b l.he upper dell.Olinlited layu ~ di place
ment, corresponding 10 the Olrve.s of Fig. 411. The load I normalized 
with respecl to lhe Euler buckling load of Ihe thin delamlnaled layer. 

port ends. The thin film approximation is repre eoted by the 
d sh d curve. otice that this approxim tion doe n t ta e 
into account the end ftx.ity and thus cann t distin uish b 
tween the clamped-clamped and si:mply-supported cases. An 
immediate observation is that the thin film appro ·.mation 
would predict a . tiffer postbuck.led configurati n, More im
portant. however, is the leveling out of the P - 0 curve, which 
represents a signifi nt loss l' stiffness for the system. The 
load level at which this leveling Out occurs is largely ffected 
by the end fixity. 

At the point of local buckling P loc • there is not any signifi
cant loss of the load carrying capacity of the whole system; 
howev r, this is not til case for th delaminated lay r that 
es entially suffer a subst ntialloss of load carrying apacity. 
figure 4 show th corresponding to Fig. 4a curves for the 
load carried by the upper delaminated layer P". It is obvious 
that the applied load beyond the I cal buckling point is rried 
by the r t of th y m. 

Figure 5 shows the variation of the strain energy of the 
syslem with the axial displacem Ilt. Both the cases of clamped
clamped (C-C) and of simply-supported (5-5) ends are shown. 
Again. the end fixity play' a significant role in the stored 
energy. The thin film appro imation predicts a larger am unt 
o energy. It also gives a continuously much t eper curve. On 
the contrary, the large di placement an lysis gives wrves that 
eventually have n almost can tant slope. Notice tbat the 
energy per unit applie di placement is larger for the c1amped
clamped. case. 

Gr wth of the d lamination can be studied by calculating 
the strain energy release rate. <igure 6 illustrates the variation 
of the energy relea e rate with applied axial displacement. 
Again, the end fixity influences the magnitude of 0, the 
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cI mped (C-e) and of simply supported (S ) ends lire shown. The 
dashed curve represenls lhe thin mm approximation. 
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simply-support d cas giving much smaller values. The signif
i:ant observation is, however. that the G - (, curve > entuaLly 
level out. This means that growth, if it should occur would 
take place in the initial po tbuckling phase. Th thin film 
approximation predicts a higher value of the energy release 
rate and, most important, gives a curve of c ntinuously in
creasing slo e. This would predict that growth would almost 
certainly ccur if th applied di placement is increased suffi
ciently. Test re ults that will be described later do not support 
this notion. 

To study the effect of the location of the delamination 
through the thicknes , load vs axial displacement CUrves for a 
delaminated beamlplate ith clamped-clamped ends are 
hown in Fig. 7 for the ca es of HIT = 1/ 15 and J130. The 

load i normalized ilh respect to the buckling I ad for the 
undelaminated beamlplate Palo, A constant delamination 
length ilL = 1/2 i as umed. he load for the case of the 
delamination clo.er to the urface (HIT = 1/30) is somewhat 
higher. Notice that the thin film model (dashed curve) gives 
almost identical P - (, curves for th two case. In a imilar 
fashion, the strain energy for the case of the delamination 
closer to the surface (H IT = 1/30) is somew 1at higher (Fig. 
8). On the contrary, the energy r I ase rate for the case of 
HIT = 1/30 is substantially lower (Fig. 9). Thus, growth is 
less likely to occur in delaminations closer to the surface. This 
same effect is als predicted by the thin film appro imation. 

As was said previously, the thin film approximation neglects 
any bending deformation in the bas plate and assumes the 
sl pe at the interface section equal to () = O. An indication of 
the amount of the induced bending is obtained b plotting the 
angle () with the applied axial displacement (Fig. 10). The 
effects of the location of the delamination through the thick
ness and the end fixity conditions are also illustrated. A con
stant delamination length fl L = 112 is assumed. The angle () is 
increasing at a much faster rate after the point at which the 
load is leveling out. Somewhat lower values of () occur for a 
delamination closer to the outer surface. 

As was mentioned in the beginning, tbis paper is concerned 
with the case of local buckling only, i.e., when buckling is 
initiated by the local buckling of the upper delaminated layer. 
Therefore, it was natural to compare with the predictions of 
the thin film model, which is Iso focusing on the characteris
tics of this mode of instability. Other investigators l •2,4 have 
considered more refined approaches, focusing on other impor
tant issues. (For example, Ref. 4 focuses on the bending
stretching effects.) 

Specifically, Refs. 2 and 4 do consider the effect of includ
ing the induced bendin~ in the base and lower pariS, but they 
are based on representing the deOections of the upper part 
from the solution of the corresponding differential equation 
of the linearized theory of elasticity. To show the effect of the 
nonlinearities, a comparison was made with the predictions of 
Ref. 2. Figure Iia shows the load carried by the upper delam
inated layer P u vs applied displacement for the case HIT = 21 
15, and it is seen that a higher value of the load is predicted if 
the nonlinearities are included. The relevant calculations also 
showed that neglecting the nonlinearities would give much 
lower values of the strain for the delaminated layer at large 
applied displacements. 

Fig. II b shows the energy release rate 'IS applied displace
ment, and it is seen that likewise higher values for the energy 
release rate are predicted due to the effect of nonlinearities. 
The trends are similar with the slope of the curves diminishing 
in both cases. At higher HIT ratios it also was found that 
including the large deformation effects results in the slope of 
the energy release rate curves decreasing at a much higher rate 
with applied deformation. 

Test Results 

Tests were conducted on delaminated specimens. The speci
mens were made of 15 plies of unidirectional (0 deg angle ply) 
prep reg kevlar 49 of the following specifications: commercial 
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Fig. 7 Load vs a, lal displa£ement curves for u deillminated bellml 
plate wilh c1l1mped-damped end~ lDostTllting tbe erred Of the location 
of tbe delaminlltlon through the tblckness. A constant deillmination 
length IlL,", 1/2 is assumed. Notice that the tllja film model (dasbed 
curve) gives almo I identical P - {j curves ror the two ell Cli. 
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Fig. 8 Energy YS' ial dJsplJlcemenl curves for II delaminllted beaml 
plate with c1l1mped·damped endS, Ulust ting tbe effecI of Ihe loca· 
tlon of Ihe delamloalion Ihrough the thickness. A conslant delamina
lion length IIL = 1/2 Is assumed. The dashed curves represenl the 
Ihin rilm lIpproximation. 
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Fig. 9 Energy release rate vs axial displacement curves for a delami
Dated beam/plate with clamped-clamped ends, illustrating tbe effect 
of Ihe locatiop of Ihe delaminalion Ibrougb Ibe Ihickness. A conslant 
delaminatinn lenglh IlL = 1/2 is l1lisumed. The duhed curves repre
sent tbe thin film approximation. 

type SP-328, nominal thickness per ply 0.20 mm (0.008 in.), 
nominal stiffness £ = £( = 75.8 GN/m2 (II X 106 psi), £2 = 
5.5 GN/m2 (0.8 X 106 psi), G I2 = 2.1 GN/m2 (0.3 X 106 psi), 
Poisson's ratio /112 = 0.34. A delamination of length f = 50.8 
mm (2 in.) was introduced by a 0.025 mm (0.001 in.) thick 
Tellon strip placed in the middle of the length between first 
and second ply and through the width. The length between the 
grips for the specimens was L = 101.6 mm (4 in.). A width of 
12.7 mm (0.5 in.) was used to keep the load level small and 
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(clamped-damped VB simply supported). A con 'lant delll.Dlfnalion 
Il'ngth IlL = 1/2 Is assumed. Illice that Ih thin film approxlmatjoo. 
assumes a lope of 8 = 0 during postbuckling. 
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HIT = 2/15, I I L = 112, as predided trom Ihe present formula lion 
(solid line) and from Rd. 2 (dJl.'ihed line). The load is normalized with 
respect to lhe Euler buckling load of the thin delaminatl'd layer. 
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Fig. lib Energy ~IL.. I' rate vs xlal dlsplacemenl curvt.~ for the clISe 
of Fig. Ila, liS predided from Ihe present formulaUon (solid line) and 
from Ref. 2 (d bed line). 

prevent any possible bending of tbe grip. Since the curing 
process affects the [mal dimensions, the exact thickness for 
each specimen was measured (with a micrometer) after curing. 
The specimens were found to have a length over thickness 
ratio LIT == 24. In addition, the exact modulus also was mea
sured after curing, from a simple tension test on train gauged 
coupons, and it was found to be E = 68.2 GN/m2 (9.9 x 1()6 
psi). The tests were conducted in a 20-kip MTS ervobydraulic 
machine. They were carried out on stroke control with a rate 
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Fig. U Load vs allial displacement curve as obtain d from compres
sion tl'8lli on c111mped-eJamped delaminated 5Peclmens witb T =: 4.19 
mm (0.165 In.), L = 101.6 mm (4 In.), HIT = 1/15, /lL = 1/2 (soUd 
line) lind as predicted from Ihe lorge deformallon a.naIys (dasbed 
line). Tb buckling toad levels for tbe undelami.naled specimen Plio lIS 

obtaIned from lests, and Ihe analysis also are shown. 

Fig. 13 1'he sbape of the po tbudded configuration for the test 
speclmeru at the poinl of appl ed dl p!llcemeDt a) lJIL = 0.062 and b) 
6/L = O.U5. No growth of the delamination was ob rved. 

of about 0.8 mm per minute. The specimen was clamped at the 
upper grip and a special fixture at the lower grip. The latter 
one was designed so that the specimen slides into it, and 
therefore no bending is intro uced by tightening the nd. To 
be able to compare with any theoretical model, the compliance 
of the testing machine also is needed. It was measured from a 
simple compression test (without a specimen) and was found 
to be 0.685 x 10-4 mmlN (0.12 x 10-· in./lb). 

Four specimens were tested, and the response curves were 
almost identical. A load vs axial displacement curve from the 
tests is hown in Fig. 12, together with the curve that is 
predicted from the analysis (large displacement model). The 
specimen for the'e curv s had a thickness of T= 4.19 mm 
(0.165 in.). In deriving the theoretical curve, the compliance of 
the testing machine wa, added. Furtherm re, specimens with
out delaminations were te ted in order to obtain the buckling 
load for the undelaminated case (global buckling load) P tJo • 
This load level i also hOWD in Fig. 12, together with the 
theoretical value. 

There are two things worth mentioning in the contex.t of this 
work. First, there is qualitative similarity between the theoret
ical and experimental curves with the load peaking out at a 
point below the global buckling poinl. Although th displace
ment levels are basically comparable, the experimental load 
level is less than the theoretical one by about a factor of two. 
This is true for the undelamin ted pecimens as well and is not 
surprising in experimenting with buckling6 because of the 
inherent difficultie in fulfilling accurately the theoretical as
sumptions. Specifically, various kinds of imperfections, such 
as some unavoidable initial curvature of the specimens, possi
ble eccentricity in application of the load, or nonhomogeneity 
of the material results in lower load level. To mention an
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other influence, lower load results due to the effect of trans
verse hearing forces l as well. Furthermore, all the tests 
showed a slowly dropping load after peak load. This load drop 
could be partly due to local cracking of fibers or matrix. At 
further stages of applied deformation, this was verified by the 
sound of the cracking fibers. 

Second and more important, no growth was ever ob erved 
in th se tests. Fgure 13 shows the shape of the postbuckled 
configuration for th test specimen of Fig. 12, at the point of 
applied displacement oiL = 0.062 and 0,125 (which are far 
beyond the peak load). No growth.is een. The experiment was 
continued up to the displacement level of OIL = 0.250, and 
even at that point no growth was s en; instead, fiber cracking 
on the lower part took place. As predicted by the present 
formulation, this behavior is in agreement with the leveling 
out of the energy release rate curves in Fig. 6. (which means 
that growth, if it had not taken place initially, is not expected 
to occur with continuing applied displacement). 

Conclusion 
A one-dimensional mo el was developed for studying the 

postbuckling behavior of composit with thin film delamina
tions. The anal i include large defomlalion effects for the 
delaminated layer, and the results are c mpared with a rele
vam simplilled model (thin film model). In particular, the 
results of this wor can be summarized as follows: 

I) Bending deformation is nec ssarily induced in both the 
lower part and the base plate. Therefore, although i tability 
is initiated by the local buckling of the delaminated film, 
tran verse deflecLi ns cannot be limited to that postbuckl d 
hape of the film only. 

2) A reduced stiffness (as compared to the thin film analysis 
that neglects the effects of large displacements) is predicted, 
with th P - 0 cur e lev ling out. 

3) The end fixity (clamped-clamped v imply support d) 
conditions significantly affect the post buckling behavior. 

4) The energy release rate vs axial displacement (0 - 0) 
curves level out. This means that delamination growth, unless 

it occurs in the initial p stbuckling phase, is not expected to 
occur with continuing deformation. 

5) Tests were conducted on delaminated specimens of 
unidirectional prepreg kevlar 49. There is qualitative similarity 
of the load-displacement curves from tests with the cur es of 
the theory with the 10 d peaking out and the displacement 
levels being comparable. The experimental load Ie el for both 
the delaminated and the undelaminated specimens are uni
formly lower than the theoretical ones by a factor of about 
two (which is not unusual in experimentin with buckling), 
due to initial imperfections. More important, no growth of the 
delamination was ever observed in these test , which agrees 
with the leveling out of the energy release rate curves, as 
predicted by the present formulation. 
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